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1. Introduction

In this paper we shall be concerned with the plane state of strain induced in an
elastic micropolar medium (Cosserat's medium) by the action of temperature.

We confine ourselves to the problem of stationary flow of heat.

However, prior to discussion of the plane problem, we shall dwell briefly on
the general state of stress in a micropolar body.

The action of temperature gives rise to the formation in the body of displace-
ments u (x, /) and of rotations tp (x, t). The state of deformation of the body is
described by two asymmetric tensors: The tensor of deformation yJt and the curva-
ture-twist tensor /c,,. Both these tensors are connected with the quantities u andcp by
the following relations [1]—[3]

(1.1) yji — Ui,]-£kji<Pk> Kji=9i,j> i,j,k=l,2,3.

The state of stress is characterized by two asymmetric tensors: the tensor of force
stresses aJt and that of couple stresses nn. They are connected with the tensors
yn, Kji and aJh KJt by the following constitutive equations [4]:

<?ji=(M+o) yjt+(/j.-a) ytJ+{Xykk-vB) StJ,
(1.2)

(+) Kji+iy-e) Ku+pKkk8u, i,j, /c=l, 2, 3.

The above equations should be regarded as Duhamel—Neumann equations extended
on a micropolar body. In the relations (1.2) the symbols n and X are Lame's
constants, while a, ft, y, e denote other material constants. There is v={2>X-{-2fi) a,,

where at stands for the coefficient of thermal expansion. Substituting Eqs. (1.2)
and (1.1) into the equations of equilibrium

(1.3) <7JI,J=0, BUkaJk+Mji,j=Q, i,j, A;=l ,2 ,3 .
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we obtain a system of equations in displacements and rotations expressed as
follows

(M+a) V2 u+(A+/ i -a ) grad div u+2a rot tp=v grad 0,
(] 4) d d

(y+s) V2q>-4atp+(/?+y-£) grad div cp+2a rot u = 0 , V 2 = — — .

The term 0 representing the increase of temperature (the increase with respect to
the temperature of the body being in natural state) may be determined from the
equation of heat conductivity

W
(1.5) va0-~r-.

Here the symbol W denotes the quantity of heat produced per time and volume
unit, while Xo is the coefficient of heat conductivity. Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5) should be
supplemented with boundary conditions. They take the following form:

(1-6) 30
X0~ = X^-e), xeA.

The first two conditions refer to the absence of loading (forces and moments) on
the surface A bounding the body. The symbol <9 denotes here the temperature of
the medium surrounding the body considered, Xo and XL denote, respectively, the
coefficients of internal and external heat conductivity.

In the sequel we shall consider the plane state od strain.

2. The plane state of strain. Differential equations and their solutions

In the plane state of strain all the causes and effects depend on two variables
only. Assuming that the displacements and rotations do not depend on the variable
x3 we have:

(2.1) u=(«1 ) W 2 ,0), tp = (0,0,p3) ,

where uu u2, <p3 are functions of the variables xt. x2- In accordance with definition
(1.1) we obtain for the plane state of strain the following components of the tensors
7ji and kJt

y11 = 51wa, y22=d2w2 , Yi2=diU2-<p3,
(2.2)

y2i=d2

The remaining values yn and KJt are equal to zero. From the relations (1.2) we get

-v0) SJti
(2.3)

^33 = 7kk^-vd, fiJ3=(y+e) KJ3, fi3j=(y-B).Kj3, J = l , 2 .
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Here yu.k^yu.+y 22- The state of stress an and the state of couple-stress nn are
characterized by the following matrices

(2.4) a= a , , <r22 0

0 0 a.
11 =

0 0
0 0

0

The equations of equilibrium (1.3) for the plane state of strain are thus limited to
the three following equations

(2.5)

^23=0-

Eliminating the stress from Eqs. (2.5), we arrive, on taking into consideration Eqs.
(2.2) and (2.3), at the following set of three equations

(2.6)

We have

o) V? Ml+Gu+A-a) 5, e+2a d2 n=vd

I u2+(ji+X-a) 82 e-2a dx (p3=vd

(y+c) VJ <p3-4aip3+2a(d1 u2-d2ii1)=O.

Within the system of polar coordinates we have to deal with the following vectors
of displacements and rotations

(2.7) u=(i/ r« ( ,O), <p=(0,0, pz).

In polar coordinates Eqs. (2.6) obtain the following forms:

2 duA de 2a dwz dO

(2.8) Qi+a)
u0 2 8ur

~r2+72~8&

2a I 8

de 8(px 86
-rr~2a-r-=v-
r8& 8r

8ur

In the above equations there is

I d Id2

V 2 = 1 A e—
^,.2 r ^ . r 2 3^2

1 8
T'dr

1 8u»

r 8r

For the uni-dimensional problem, referred to the space, half-space and an elastic
layer, i.e. u1=u1(xl), u2=0 what remains from the set of equations (2.6) is the
equation:

(2.9) (X+2[i)82
Liil=v8l0, u2=0,
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In the case of axi-symmetric deformations, i.e. for u=(« r , 0, 0) the system of Eqs.
(2.8) reduces to the form

d2 1 5 1 \ 80

As is seen, Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) derived above coincide with the equations of classi-
cal thermoelasticity for the case of uni-dimensional problems. The stress tensor
Oji is symmetric, the couple stress tensor is equal to zero. Let us return now to
Eqs. (2.6). We shall introduce therein the vector

—cp
(2.11)

C i=0 , C 2 =0, C3

Eqs. (2.6) will now take the form

fi VI «!+(A+/i) dt e-2a 82 C3=v8, 0,

(2.12) ft VI u2+(X+ft) d2 e+2a di (3=vd2 0,

[(y+e) vJ -4a]C 3 - i (7+e) V? (8, u2-82 « t ) - 0 .

The solution of this system of equations will consists of the two parts

Mi«"«i + «i» U2 = u'2+U2 ,

Ca=c;+c;', c;-o.
The functions marked with a single "prime" should be particular integrals of non-
-homogeneous equations (2.12), while the functions with two "primes" should stand
for the general solutions of homogeneous equations (2.12). Introducing (2.13) into
(2.12), we get

(2.14)

and

H V\ u"+{k+n) 8, e"-2a 82 £=0,

(2.15) ft V?«2+(A+/i) d2 e"+2a 8X ^ ' = 0 ,

Vl-4a] Ci ' - i (y+e) V? (3t 4 ' - 3 2 M

Thus we get Eqs. (2.14)1 2 identical with equations of classical thermoelasticity
[5]. The condition C3=0 leads to the relation <p'3=i (dx u'2 — d2 ur

±) which holds
true for the classical theory of thermoelasticity. The condition (2.14)3 will be satis-
fied if we assume the displacements u[, u'2 in the form

(2.16) " 1 = ^ 0 , u'2=d2<P.
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Substituting (2.16) into Eqs. (2.14)^ 2, we obtain — after integration — the Pois-
son's equation for the function <P:

(2.17) V 2 < P = / H 0 , ™ ^

The function <£ is the particular integral of the system of Eqs. (2.14) and, by
the same, it is the particular integral of differential equations (2.12).

The stresses and strain marked with primes will be expressed by means of the
function 0 as follows

In the case of an infinite region the function <t> will be expressed by the formula [5]:

m c 0 (xu x2) dx, dx2m c 0 (xu x2) dx,
= - - 7 - R(r Y . ,4n J K(xu x2, Qu

where

For a bounded region we have to solve Eq. (2.17) under the boundary condition 0—0.
Thus we have to solve only the system of Eqs. (2.15) which refers to the isothermic

problem (6=0). This is a typical boundary problem of the theory of elasticity of
micropolar medium. If we assume the boundary to be free of loading, we may
write the boundary conditions for the system of equations in the following form

(2.20) (ffii+o&ty-O, ttjtnjm0, U - 1 , 2 .

In this way, the displacements »'/, u2 and the rotation /3 ' being known, we may
determine the stresses c"n and /J,'J3 from Eqs. (2.3) (obviously we have to put therein
6»=0).

In the next paragraph we shall advance a somewhat different procedure of
determining the stresses a'j\ and //^ using the functions of stresses, a procedure
which seems particularly convenient in cases, where the boundary of the body
should be free of loadings.

3. The functions of stresses of the thermoelastic problem

Let us return to formulae (2.2). It is easily seen that the quantities appearing in
these formulae are connected to each other by the following relations

di y 2 i - 3 2 yu-Kis—0, 3, y22-82 yi2-K23=0,

3 t K23-82 >c13=0.

These relations may be written also as below

8? ?22+32 yii=d1 d2(yl2+y21),

(3.2) d\ y12-d
2

t y2i=d1d2(y22-yu)-(d

d1K23-d2K13=0.
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They are equations of compatibility for the bi-dimensional problem in a micropolar
medium. Solving the relations (2.3) with respect to the quantities yn and KJ3

(/,,/= 1,2), and substituting the results into Eqs. (3.2), we obtain three equations
in stresses [6]

X uv

5 ^ + 3 ? V ? ( + ) + V j 5 5 e

(3.3) (d!-0;)(ff i a+ff a i )+—
a

-2di0 2 (o- 2 2 - -cr 1 1 ) - —•(di

We shall now introduce the function of stresses F and *F and connect them with
the stresses by the following relations [7]

ffll = a» F-d1d2¥, ffaa-aj F+dt d2 W,

(3.4) <Tl2=-dld2F-d2
2V, <T2l=-d1d2F+d2

lW,

Substituting the relations (3.4) into Eqs. (2.5), we see that the equations are

identically satisfied. Substituting, in turn, (3.4) into the equations of compactness

(3.3), 2, we get the following equations

VjV? F+;cV?0=O,
(3.5)

V?(1-/2V?)¥ /=O,
where

(y+e) (a+/Q 2fiv
= 4a/i ' K~ X+2fi'

The functions F and ¥ are not mutually independent. They are connected by the
relations (3.2)]i2- Consequently, we obtain

-dy{\-l2 VI) V=kd2V\F+Bd26,

(3.6) d2 (1 - 1 2 V2) W=Adx V\ F+Bdi 9.

(A+2/Q (y+e) _ v ( y + e )

We have still to set the boundary conditions for Eqs. (3.5).

Let us assume that on the boundary .y are prescribed the loadings V=d>i..p2, 0)
and moments m=(0, 0, m3). Expressing the boundary conditions

(3.7) Pi=<Tjinj, m3=/.iJ3tij, lJ-1,2
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by means of the functions F and W, we obtain the following equations

d I dF d¥\ d I OF
Pl' ds\ dx 8x j Pz'ds \ dx2 dXi / ds \ dx, dx2

(3.8)

nx- h«2-r— = m3.
OX i OX 2

Integrating over the boundary of the cylinder cross-section we get

dF dW dF dV _ dW
(3-9) ~ ^ 7 ~ ^ 7 = / 2 ' l^+lx7~fl1 17 = '" 3 -
In the above equations the following notations have been introduced

/i = - / P i 0 ) ds, f2 = jih00 ds.
so *'o

The relations (3.9) are equivalent to the equations

dF dW dF dW
f

Let us now consider a simply connected cylinder, the boundary of which is free
of loadings. The temperature field satisfies the equation

W
(3.11) V 2 0 = - — ,

with the boundary condition (1.6)

dO
(3.12) Xo — = 1,(00-8).

In order to determine the stresses, we have to solve the following system of
equations

KW
(3.13) V\V\F=-r-, V 2 ( / 2 V 2 -1 ) !^=O,

Ao

with homogeneous boundary conditions

dF d*F dF dW dlF
(3.14) — - + - — = 0 , — a — 0 , -7— = 0.

dn ds ds dn dn
Moreover, the following relations should be verified

-d, (1 -I2 V2) V=Ad% V2 F+Bd2 0,

d2(l-l
2V\)W=Ad1V

Let us consider a particular case, where the heat sources are absent (PF=0),
the temperature being constant (0=const). In this case Eqs. (3.13) become homo-
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geneous, and in relations (3.15) the terms expressing the temperature —
vanish.

If we assume, however, that within the region of the cylinder cross-section there
is F=0 and S /=0, then the homogeneous system of Eqs. (3.13)i 2 with homogeneous
boundary conditions (3.14) as well as the relations (3.15) will be satisfied. From
(3.4) we have that the stresses au pj3 are equal to zero. Only the stress a33 as given
by the formula (2.3) differs from zero. There is

p
(3.16) o33 =

Thus, it is seen that in the particular case 0=const an infinite cylinder under-
goes deformation with no stresses in the xt, x2 plane. Let us remind that in the
classical thermoelasticity such a state appears — in conformity with the known
theorem of Muskhelishvili [8] — for the temperature field 9{xu x2), verifying the
equation V2 9=0 under the boundary condition (3.12). In a cylinder made of micro-
polar material the temperature field 6 (xu x2) verifying the homogeneous Eq. (3.11)
leads to stresses an and fiJ3 (i,J=>l, 2) differing from zero.

A more ample discussion of bi-dimensional stationary problems of thermoelasti-
city with some examples will be published in "Archiwum Mechaniki Stosowanej".
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B. HOBAU,KHK, nJIOCKAH IIPOEJIEMA MHKPOnOJWPHOM TEPMOYnpy-
TOCTH

B HacTOHmeii pa6oTe npHBOflsrrca cooTHOiueHHH H flH^^epeHUHajibHwe ypaBnemiH AJIH njiocKoK
3aflaHH TepMoynpyrocTH B MHKponojispHoft cpefle (B cpefle KoccepaTOB). BbmefleHbi Taicace AH^Kbe-
peHHHajn>HBie ypaBHeHHa B nepeMemeHHax H BpameHHHx paBHO KaK H flH^epeimMajibHbie ypas-


